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Introduction
David Mandessi Diop was a product of the African independence
movement in the post-war period. Within a short historical span of
twenty-five years, this movement had achieved one of the most significant
revolutions of the century. Except for Southern Africa, the whole continent
was now under the control of African governments. 'I know nothing like it
in history' , recalls CLR James. Diop barely lived to see the new Africa he
had so passionately articulated and committed his life to. He died
tragically in a plane crash in 1960, bringing to a rather abrupt end a life
profoundly significant not only to our understanding of the forces which
ended colonialism but also to the dynamics of the unfolding struggle against
neo-colonialism.
David Diop wrote freedom poetry. He always organised his creativity to
the complex rhythmic sounds of the African experience, feeling the pulse of
the people and urging on new horizons · of achievement. Like many African
griots before him , Diop wrote with an urgency which was immediate yet
unhurried. His imagery effectively simple, visions aiways focussed:
'Splendidly alone among white and faded flowers is Africa your Africa
growing again
Growing again patiently, stubbornly
With fruits that take on little by little the bitter taste of freedom .

As a contemporary of Frantz Fanon, Jacques Roumain, Aime cesaire ,
and Leopold Senghor, amongst many others, Diop's main contribution lies
in his critical analyses of colonial culture and visions of the new society.
With Fanon, Diop shared an intense commitment to a revolutionary
Africa . Both were to inform and influence each other quite profoundly.
Here Ahmed Sheikh evokes the similarities in their relative praxis and
paints a picture of the poetics of liberation which inspired the independence
movement at the height of its engagement with colonialism. In the work of
both Fanon and Diop, the centrality of culture to a meaningful process of
decolonisation is highlighted beyond the mere attainment of political
power.
Fanon explores this in his important essay on national culture published in
The Wretched of the Earth and Diop more than compliments this in his
perceptive contribution to the 1950s debate on national poetry . A
distinction which is common to both is one between 'facile traditionalism'
and the aesthetics of Liberation.
One significant aspect of Diop's contribution is his argument for the use
of African languages as the main vehicle of African creative expression.
This argument has proved incredibly resilient with the recent publication of
Ngugi Wa Thiongo's books, Decolonising the Mind and Writing against
Neocolonialism and the ensuing debates.
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When Guinea chose to leave the French sphere of influence in 1958, most
progressive Africans applauded. Kwame Nkrumah rushed off a credit of
£10m. to the new government for immediate reconstruction. France
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acknowledged the fact almost in disbelief. She set about to cut off all links
with the young nation, and rather vengefully. Some French graves were dug
out and airlifted to France and even light bulbs were not spared. Diop
responded to this challenge and Guinea's call for solidarity by taking a
teaching appointment in Kindia. There he gave personal commitment to his
politics and in the event made several illuminating interventions in the
debate on the role of revolutionary education in the new Africa.
That the life and works of David Diop are not as well known as befit his
contribution is an obvious reason why we should publish this appreciation.
That fate proved unkind to him by the loss of his manuscript in the fatal
plane crash is perhaps not as unfortunate as the virtual neglect if not denial
of his memory and contribution to the Negritude, Pan Africanist and
Internationalist movements. Ahmed Sheikh achieves a compensatory
gesture by exploring these strands in his writings. More progressive
appreciation of his life and works should obviously follow. Through
extensive translations from the French, he endeavours to inform our
contemporary consciousness with the sheer force and vitality of his
commitment and visions.
David Diop's relevance to us today cannot be over emphasised. He
epitomises not merely a meaningful praxis steeped in the historical
experience of African peoples and culture but also a personal commitment
which gave it great credibility and dynamism. Diop barely enjoyed good
health throughout the whole of his adult life. Despite frequent stays in
hospital, he was to forge an intensely optimistic consciousness which spoke
beyond his personal predicament. Perhaps Paulin Joachim had this in mind
when he wrote these words in his memory:
•... And it is true we are wounded
at the lowest point of hope
but hope in us has never beaten its wing
it rises on our human horizons
life in a fresh unfolding bud
there lives in us unconquerable hope snapping at the heels of freedom'.

The African Dawn Collective, September 1986

Chapter One

Colonial Encounter
Oppression and Resistance
'Each generation must, out ofrelative obscurity, discover its mission, fulfil it,
or betray it.>~

David Mandessi Diopwas a man of letters . He was also a man of action,
deeply involved in the struggle for independence and national liberation. In
1958, young Guinea wrested political control from French colonialism and
called for progressive African people to contribute to the birth of a new
society. David Mandessi Diop was among the first to answer the call. He
wrote to his uncle Alioune Diop, founder of 'Presence Africaine':
'As I wrote to you before, there comes a time when the so-called intellectual
has to give his writings a concrete follow up instead of pious wishes and
declarations of intent.' 2 (our translation)

In 'Presence Africaine', the tone and the clarity of his writing leave in no
doubt his preoccupations of the day:
'They (African students) know that, besides the essential question of study,
there is also that which relates to the super-exploited worker of Gabon or
Niger, to the thousands of Malagasy, shot down or languishing in jail. From
now on the African student can no longer be at peace with his conscience for
the only, excellent - though insufficient reason - that he is morally siding
with his oppressed brothers ...
The question is to tackle with lucidity the deep mechanism of the colonial
fact whilst making sure to dispel any ambiguity as to the coveted goal. This
necessitates methodology, relentless work, which many African students are
already engaged in. And whatever the manoeuvres of some, it is now
undoubtedly clear that young Africans have gone beyond the mirage of false
problems, of philosophical 'junk' to go straight to the heart of the African
reality.'3 (our translation)

David Mandessi Diop foresaw the setting up of neo-colonialism. In 'The
Renegade', he castigates a figure whose moral and physical description
bears a striking resemblance to Leopold Sedar Senghor, former President
of Senegal, now member of the French Academy:
'My brother with teeth that flash to
hypocritical compliments
My brother with gold-rimmed glasses
Over eyes turned blue by the Master's word
My poor brother with silk-lined dinner jacket
Speaking and droning and strutting in the parlours of condescension
We find you pitiable
vi

Your country's sun is nothing but a shadow
On your serenely civilized brow
And your grandmother's hut
brings blushes to a face whitened by years of humiliation
And Mea Culpa
But when stuffed with empty echoing words
Like the box that surmounts your shoulders
You tread the bitter red earth of Africa
Then these anguished words will mark your troubled steps
I feel alone here so alone. ' 4

Diop realised that neo-colonialism was a process carefully worked out
and planned by French colonialism. The clarity and range of his writings on
the subject indicate that he foresaw the general content if not the specifics
of some of the following events:
January 30th 1944. A 'free' conference, brainchild of Charles De Gaulle,
is held in Brazzaville (Congo). The aim of the conference was not so much
to formulate anti-Vichy government policies at home and in the colonies, as
to lay down the foundations of neo-colonialism. De Gaulle and the liberal
bourgeoisie had understood that a 'scorched earth' policy in the colonies
spelt no good for the French empire.
Significant events a decade later were to prove them right. In 1954, the
Vietcongs brought the 'mighty' French army to its knees at Dien Ben Phu.
Thus began a new era. Algeria ... Cameroon .. . Indochina ... All over the
French Empire, the tidal wave of people's struggles raged. The 1944
conference realised that the Second World War, inter-imperialist rivalries
and people's struggles for independence, liberation, revolution, peace and
social justice meant that France could no longer maintain its colonies as an
exclusive 'chasse gardee' (game reserve). This would be reiterated in
different French reports (Janeney 1963, Gorse 1970).
· After Brazzaville, the official French catchphrase became: 'Let us
decolonise quick!' First came the 'Loi Cadre', followed by the 1958
referendum during which Guinea refused the smothering colonial embrace
and opted for immediate and unconditional independence.
In Kindia, where he taught for about two years, David Mandessi Diop
was to sum up the experience of a new culture in an article entitled •About
the educational Reform in Guinea':
'If, today, the Republic of Guinea can "go back to the cultural and moral
sources of Africa, reintegrate her own consciousness, reconvert herself in her
thoughts and acts to the values, conditions and interests of Africa", it is
because no external pressure, no high official tied to the colonial system, has
the means to stop her. In taking hold of her independence a year ago Guinea
ceased to be a thing tossed about under the paternalistic or brutal rod of the
colonizer. From now on she is harnessed to the establishment of new
structures and has finally undertaken to liquidate the inferiority complex
created by a basically false education.'~

But what would be the basis of the new society? In the same article,
quoted above, he argues:
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'In future, in the schools of Guinea, the great events of history will no longer
be the monopoly of the West. The West will cease to be the centre of the
world and Asia will be given a privileged place. The great revolutions of the
twentieth century, Soviet and Chinese, prudently skated over in the old
programs, will receive the full attention they deserve, and the civilizations of
Negro Africa, her political, social and cultural achievements, will be studied
in priority. In addition, and this is a fact of capital importance, the teaching of
African languages will be made compulsory' .

As a Pan-Africanist and internationalist, David Mandessi Diop also saw
the potential of the Non-Aligned Movement for harnessing the energies of
all those engaged in the struggle against colonialism:
'One of the most remarkable facts of the postwar period is. incontestably, the
awakening of the so-called coloured peoples. Before the astonished gaze of
Europe, millions of human beings who until this epoch had undergone foreign
domination and suffered the worst extortions, and had been inculcated with
principles that were only a crude cover for sordid appetites, have discovered
their strength and taken charge of their destiny. It (Bandung) burst like a
thunderclap in the tranquil offices of the imperialist brain trust· ... For the first
time in history, men of diverse races and tendencies but united in hatred of
colonialism and love of peace, proclaimed their will to fight tyranny
everywhere and to defend their independence against all foreign
interference' .6

He understood that genuine unity could only come about through
struggle, that there could be no question of the 'symbiosis of civilizations'
while one civilization considered itself superior, that colonialism had to be
destroyed and could not be accommodated in a false liberalism which
would still continue to under-value the experiences of the oppressed. In
'About the educational reform in Guinea', he writes:
"But you are behind the times', the "liberal'" European will say, flanked by his
negro alibi, 'You are trying to scuttle a regime which is already obsolete
everywhere ... The question today is to contribute to the creation of a new
Eurafrican humanism'. "Obsolete" hardly! ... In Guinea where an unconstrained effort is being made toward total decolonization, yes. But
elsewhere? In truth it is more a question of drowning the problem of National
independence in so-called equalitarian and fraternal groupings. in which the
''protector" will in fact continue to impose his nationalism and his culture on
the "protected". It is therefore sheer hypocrisy to speak of the symbiosis of
civilizations, and the reciprocal benefits to be found in a community whose
universities do not even know the names of our great thinkers and pass over in
silence the history of our empires. ' 7

Since Diop considers struggle the key link, it is not surprising that red
(sacrificial blood) is the dominant color in his poetry, either to symbolise
the. new day dawning or the aesthetics of liberation. Wrote David M. Diop,
in 'Listen Comrades',:
'Listen Comrades of incendiary centuries
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to the flaming black outcry from Africa to the Americas
it is the sign of dawn
the fraternal sign that will come
and feed the dreams of men ... ' 8

His concern with the theme of struggle and the use of colour for emphasis
was shared by other writers by whom he was influenced or whom he
influenced. The Haitian poet, Jacques Roumain, wrote:
'We shall sing no more
sad hopeless spirituals
We shall unfurl our red banners
Dipped into the blood of our fallen .. .' 9 (our translation)

it rises on our human horizons
like a fresh unfolding bud
there lives in us unconquerable hope
snapping at the heels of freedom
in due course it hunts down the dawn
with huge supplies of stones
against the wall that will crack in the end
for we will not leave the smallest scrap
to the demons of despair'. 12

David M. Diop understood the signs of his time. Yes! Out ofthe relative
obscurity of colonial times, he chose to fulfil his mission and lived intensely
in it despite frequent stays in hospital. In a review, he writes:
'For Negroes sing also of love, love which ultimately constitutes the supreme
goal of their life. Read these young poets and you will discover in them a
single concern: the brotherhood of man. And they do not neglect form all that
much. Their form is simply not the form of the 'tyrants of language'. 13

Or Costa Andrade, years later:
'Those who discuss the dimension
of bright red ana write treatises
on the function of colour
never saw the red of a wound
opened by the burst of a grenade
cannot understand
how much love of life
of colour and of flowers of one's
native land lies in the decision
of the guerilla fighter. ' 10

When Leopold S. Senghor included some of Diop's poetry in his 1948
Anthology of black poetry, he had these patronising comments to make:
'We have no doubt that as he grows older David Diop will develop in
humanity. He will understand that what makes the Negritude of a poem is less
its theme than its style, the warmth of feeling that gives life to words, that
transmutes the said into the spoken .. .' 14

David Mandessi Diop was also the poet of love and hope. Nature, for him
is in harmony with struggling people. In 'Certainty', he writes:
'To those who grow fat on murders
And measure the stages of their reign in corpses
I say that days and men
sun and stars
Shape the fraternal rhythm of the peoples
I say that heart and head
Meet in the straight line of battle
And that there is no day
When somewhere summer is not born
I say that storms of manliness
Will crush the hawkers of patience
And that on bodies in accord with seasons
Will see the gestures of happiness take new form. 11

David M. Diop was, to the last day of his life, an unflinching optimist, for
he ardently believed in a just, humane society, freed from oppression and
exploitation. One young African poet, Paulin Joachim, whom he
influenced greatly, wrote in his memory:
'And it is true we are wounded
at the lowest point of hope
but hope in us has never beaten its wing
4

Diop was to answer him. many years later:
'We know that some people wish us to abandon militant poetry (a term which
"purists" jeer at) for the benefit of stylistic exercises and formal discussions.
Their hopes will be dashed, since for us, poetry cannot be led to "tame the
language beast" but to reflect on the world and to keep the memory of Africa
Like a splinter in the wound,
Like a guardian fetish at the centre of the village.
Only thus can we carry out our responsibilities and prepare for the renewal of
our civilizations'. 15

The Aesthetics of Liberation
These lines from David Diop's aptly titled poem, 'The True Road', sum up
his poetry:
Truth beauty love are
The worker smashing the deadly calm of their parlors
The woman passing by sensual and serious
The kiss that crosses the frontiers of reckoning
16
And flowers of engaged couples and the child in loved arms.'
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The Worker Smashing the deadly
Calm of Their Parlors
Carl Sandburg, in a simpk, moving poem , tells us of his identification with
the working class:
'I have seen the old gods go
and the new gods come
Day by Day
And year after year
the idols fall
and the idols rise
Today
I worship the hammer.' 17

For David M. Diop, also, the term 'worker' has a direct proletarian
meaning:
'Despite your hymns of pride among boneyards
Villages laid waste and Africa dismembered
Hope lived in us like a citadel
And from the mines of Swaziland
To the heavy sweat of Europe's factories
Spring will put on flesh under our steps of light. ' 18

they lynch in Atlanta' 21

or advocates a worldwide countryside unity:
'A nd from savannas to jungles
Our fists clenched in the grip of battle
22
Show flashes of future to those who weep'

Secondly, and more important, the translation of 'Coups de Pilon '
(Pestle blows) as 'Hammer Blows' does not do justice to the author's
intention . The title of the book is influenced by a poem by Jacques
Roumain :
'We shall remake
Copen
Palenque
And the socialist Tiahuanacos .
As the uneveness of features
is resolved in the harmony of the face
We proclaim
the unity of suffering and revolt of
all the peoples on the face of the earth
and we pound the mortar of
fraternal times out of the dust of idols.' 23 (our translation)

Now, David M. Diop:
Again, in ·waves':
'A nd the Suez docker
And the Hanoi coolie
All who were drugged with fatality
Launch their immense song amid the waves
The raging waves of freedom
That slap slap against the maddened Beast' . 19

Here he speaks, in a more direct way, of working class solidarity under
the red flag:
'Listen comrades of incendiary centuries
To the flaming black outcry from
Africa to the Americas
it is the sign of dawn
the fraternal sign that will come and feed the dreams of men' . 20

However David Diop's conception of 'worker' is more embracing than
the narrow, traditional meaning. He also includes working people. In that
sense , the title of the book 'Hammer Blows' is a misnomer. Besides the
'worker' in a Marxian sense, he, talks about:
'the Vietnamese crouched in
the rice paddy
the Congo convict brother of the man
6

·For you we will remake Ghana
And Timbuktu
And guitars peopled with frantic gallops
to the sound of mighty pestle blows
Pestles
Bursting
From hut to hut
In the foreknown azure' .24

In Senegal, the mortar plays an important role. It is a work of art, a
means of sustaining life and of communication. The Wolof use the
expression 'kuuri njel' (the pestles of dawn) to denote either awakening or
communication.
Ousmane Sembene describes thus the beauty, unity and integration of
African orature:
'In the old days , the singing of the pestles had begun even before the morning
star disappeared in. the first light of dawn. From courtyard to courtyard the
women had exchanged their unceasing , pounding rhythms , and the sounds
had seemed to cascade through the smoky air like the song of a brook rushing
through a deep ravine. To the sharp rap of one pestle against the rim of a
mortar, another rapping had answered. The women at work in their homes in
the early morning greeted each other thus, in a dialogue only they
understood. and the same echoes which announced the birth of the day
presaged a peaceful day . They had both a function and a meaning. The old
7

mortar in Niakoro's courtyard had been a tree; its roots were still sunk deep in
the earth . When the tree was cut down, the stump had been hollowed out to
form the mortar, and pestles had been made from the branches. Mills,
whether they be turned by wind or by water, have a language of their own;
and the mortar has another. It vibrates beneath the blows of the woman who
holds the pestle, causing the earth around it to tremble, and in neighbouring
houses the tremor is felt and runs through the bodies of others. But now the
mortar was silent, and the only sound to be heard was the wh ispering of the
trees announcing a sorrowful day. Deprived of the oils from the pounded
grain, the mortar and the neatly aligned pestles lay baking in the sun, from
time to tin~e emitting a little cracking sound, as a split appeared in the dry
wood. And the women could only watch helplessly, as fissures ran up from the
base of the stump and zig-zagged toward the rim. ' 25

Ousmane Sembene was talking about the situation created by the 1947
Railway Workers' strike and the social and natural disharmony it
engendered. Through the symbolism of the mo,rtar, he wanted also to
emphasize the colonial culture of fear and silence imposed by the colonial
administration. 'Coups de pilon' (pestle blows) are the heavy, pounding
battering of the forces of oppression by struggling people.
Thus, against the colonial and neo-colonial culture of fear and silence,
David M. Diop opposes a fervent shout of defiance:
'You who bend you who weep
you who die one day just like that not knowing why
you who struggle and stay awake for
the Other's rest
you with no more laughter in your look
you my brother with face of fear and anguish
Rise and shout: No! ' 26

In 'Listen Comrades', he again emphasizes the need to shout and smash
'the calm of their parlors':
'Now higher than my grief
Purer than the morning when the wild beast woke
Bursts the cry of a hundred peoples
smashing dens
And the blood of my years of exile
Blood they thought was running dry in
the coffin of words
Regains the fervor that pierces fogs. ' 27

The theme is present also in 'To the Bamboozlers':
'And against your nights of
alcoholic propaganda
Your nights crushed by automatic salvations
Your nights of pious silence and endless sermons
We set the taut-muscled hymn of tattered Africa
Cracking the settled gloom of a thousand years.~ 2 H
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And again in 'Waves':
'of yesterday's slave
a figher is born
And the Suez docker and the Hanoi coolie
All who were drugged with fatality
Launch their immense song amid the waves
The raging waves of freedom
That slap slap against the maddened Beast. ' 29

In ·Africa', pursuing the theme of colonialism and the hope that will be
born out of apparent despair, the revolutionary David interrogates mother
Africa and her relationship with the colonial Goliath:
'Africa, tell me Africa
Can this be you the back that bends
and lies flat beneath the weight of humility
This trembling red-striped back
saying yes to the whip along the roads of noon
Then a voice answered me gravely
impetuous son the young and hardy tree
you see there
Splendidly alone among white and faded flowers
is Africa your Africa growing again
Growing again patiently stubbornly
With fruits that take on little by little
the bitter taste of freedom .'30

'Africa' is somehow reminiscent of a poem by Walt Whitman:
'Over the carnage rose prophetic a voice,
Be not disheartened, affection shall solve
the problems of freedom yet.
Those who love each other shall
become invincible
they shall yet make Columbia victorious. ' 3 1

Like Walt Whitman, David Diop was obsessed with sounds, with the
voices that would shatter the calm:

·o mother of mine and mothe r of all
of the negro who was blinded and sees the
flowers again
Listen to the voice
This is the cry shot through with violence
This is the song whose only guide is love. ' 32

'My voice', wrote Walt Whitman,
. 'goes after what my eyes cannot reach,
with the twirl of my tongue, I encompass worlds
and volumes of words
9

Speech is the twin of my vision ...
It is unequal to measure itself. ' 33

tour de force, he couples mots (words) with maux (woes): The pun works in
a striking way in these two lines:

In 'The True Road', David M. Diop asks us
'Our woes have become
The weapons of the real. ' 41

'not to seek truth in the grimace
of their phrases. ' 34

Just as tools mediated between human society and nature, words, also,
are a potent force in that process. Thus David Diop castigates the renegade:
'But then stuffed with empty
echoing words
like the box that surmounts your shoulders
you tread the bitter red earth of Africa
then these anguished words will mark
your troubled steps.' 35

In 'Poet to the People', a South African, David Evans, echoes the same
sentiments:
'They ask for wreaths to strew murdered
men's graves
Posies of sweet scented words
to drench away the stench
organs of high mass to drown the sounds of massacre ...
If we must have flags let them always be ~- ' 42

To the 'Negro Tramp', dedicated to Aime Cesaire , he writes:
'They called you snow white
how quaint that was and they wagged
their big principled snouts
Delighted by the next phrase not meant
at all. •36

To the Bamboozlers:
'Your sugary words
creep tirelessly
among heaps of ruins. ' 37

The Woman Passing By
Sensua] and Serious
'I am the poet of the woman the same as the man
And I say it is great to be a woman
as to be a man
And I say there is nothing greater
than the mother of men. ' 43

Women in David Diop's poetry occupy three spaces: motherland,
genetrix and lover/sister. Africa the Motherland is subject to the settler's
plunder of natural resources and labour but also to his sexual whims. The
physical rape of Africa is also a sexual degredation of its people.

Again:
'the blood of my years of exile
Blood they thought was running dry in the coffin of words
Regains the fervour that pierces fogs. •JH

On his hospital bed, he ponders:
' When behind closed shutters
the word turns aristocrat to embrace the void. •.W

In ' Hours' , modelled after the Ecclesiastics, a brutally frank David Diop
reveals to us his inner soul, the time when the poet wonders how effective
words really are in the struggle:

'Then one day, silence ...
It seemed the rays of the sun went out
In my hut emptied of meaning.
My women crushed their painted mouth
On the thin hard lips of steel-eyed conquerors ... ' 44

In this poem and also in 'Rama Kam' , 'To a black Dancer', he gives an
almost unreal or surreal picture of African women. In 'Loser of
Everything', he evokes a pre-colonial Africa that seems devoid of class and
gender contradictions. Thus he talks about his 'lovely and lissome' women
like 'palms in the evening breeze', 'the tomtom of carefree life amid the
fires of liberty'.

'There are hours for doubting
And the heavy veil of words is
torn in sobs. •<10

Perhaps David Diop anticipated the criticism when he wrote:

The hour of reckoning draws near. The poe• recovers from his daze. In a

'For my part, I dislike the too idyllic description of a primeval Africa opposed
to a technological Europe. But when we measure the violence of ou r age, may
II
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we not dream at times, of a past which was undoubtedly Jess selfish and Jess
cruel. ' 45

In its June to September 1960 issue, Presence Africaine alerts would-be
biographers to the centrality of Diop's mother in his life, in the formation of
his political views and so on. She attended daily to his needs, sick as he was,
but she was to him no just genetrix but also motherland, mother of all.
In 'To my Mother', he extols her virtues:
' ... mother I think of you
your beautiful eyelids scorched by the years
your smile on my hospital nights
your smile that spoke old vanquished
miseries
0 mother of mine and mother of all
of the negro who was blinded and sees the
flowers again
Listen to the voice
this is the cry shot through with violence
This is the song whose only guide is Jove. ' 46

Walt Whitman, the great American democrat poet, sang likewise:
'Sons of the mother of All, you shall yet
be victorious,
You shall yet laugh to scorn the
attack of all the remainder of the earth. ' 47

For Diop, the mother of all is also a grandmother:
'We find you pitiable
Your country's sun is nothing but a shadow
on your serenely civilized brow
And your grandmother's hut
Brings blushes to a face whitened by years of
humiliation and Mea Culpa.' 4 "

In 'Africa', dedicated to his mother , the poet intones:
'Africa my Africa
Africa of proud warriors in ancestral savannas
Africa of which my grandmother sings
Besides her far away river
I never knew you'. 49

Walt Whitman:
'On the beach at night alone
As the old mother sways her to and fro
singing her husky song,
as I watch the bright stars shining,
12

I think a thought of the clef of the universe
and of the future. ' 50

The theme of colonial violence is incorporated into his treatment of the
sexual theme. Colonial violence dehumanises thus:
'In this time
Laughter gasped its last in the metallic hell of roads
And the monotonous rhythm of Paternosters
Covered the groans on plantations run for profit
0 sour memory of exorted kisses ... ' 51

In 'The True Road':
·B rothers whose youth they would like
to tear asunder
Do not seek truth in the grimace of their phrases
In their patronizing claques and bedroom treasons
Do not seek beauty in the twitching mask
that soaks in scent the ugliness of their wounds
or Jove in those unveiled thighs
Peddling adventure in delusive bars. ' 52

Women and Male Violence
In ' Hammer Blows', the sexual violence against women is white male
violence. In 'To a Black Child', he dedicates a poem to an alleged black
rapist, Emmet Till. Emmet Till, as the Scotsboro Nine before him, (in
1932), was accused of having raped a white woman. He was fould guilty by a
white court and drowned in the Tallahatchie River in Mississippi in 1955.
'In the land where houses touch the sky
But the heart is not touched
In the land where hands are laid on the Bible
But the Bible is not opened
Life at fifteen slakes the hunger of rivers
The life of hellskins and goddam niggers
On an August evening the black child
committed the crime
He infamously dared to use his eyes
And his look dreamed of a mouth of breasts
of a white woman's body
The body black child which only a white
May ransack at sex parties to the beat of your blues
(The negro sometimes under nameless wall) ... ' 53

It is interesting to compare David Diop's treatment of the subject with
the way in which some white feminist writers have constructed theories
around black rapism. Susan Brownmiller tells us that:
'Till's action was more than a kid's brash prank'. 54
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And Diane Russel explains that
'Some black men see rape of white women as an act of revenge or as a
justifiable expression of hostility towards whites. I think it is equally realistic
for white women to be less trusting of black men than' many of them are. '55

Or again, Shulamith Firestone articulating a doubtful pyramidal Oedipus
complex of the Black man, with the white man at the top as his father figure,
and at the base the white women as wife/lover and his black offspring. 56
David M Diop's characterisation of women as lovers/sisters is superficial.
He somehow did not break the mould of negritude poetry as to its
description of women: surreal, erotic, almost unreal. In 'Rama Kam',
dedicated to his first wife Virginia Karama, whose last name is the anagram
of the poem, he exults:
'I like your wild beast look
And your mouth that tastes of mango
Rama Kam
Your body is black spice
That makes desire sing
Rama Kam
When you dance
The tomtom Rama Kam
The tomtom stretched like a victorious sex
Gasps under the drummer's leaping fingers
And when you love Rama Kam
A tornado quivers
In the lightening night of your flesh
And leaves me full of the breath of you
0 Rama Kam!' 57

A critic, author of an otherwise good article of Diop, excuses thus the
erotic description of women by drawing a facile comparison with the work
of Senghor:"'
'Senghor's ideal and intangible black woman is set, like an idol, on a pedestal.
The poet provided us with no details of her physical appearance or about her
character. Nakedness and blackness by themselves start streams of disjointed
dreams and emotions, suggestions and images. all of which, more than the
black woman herself, constitute the vortex of the poem. The title alone.
'Femme Noire', deprived as it is of any defining article, prepares the mind for
a space odyssey. in the course of which we are already likely to encounter
only. pure. graceful. black angels. Diop. however, evoked sensuous beauty
and physical passion, the magnetic force that draws man to woman
instinctively. irresistibly. Rama Kam. for instance, in the poem of that name
which sings the poet's love for his first wife. is associated with images of wild
animals. ripe fruit. hot spices, tropical heat and langour, unadulterated
sensuality, and earth-shaking forces of nature. This is physical pleasure at its
rawest. evoking the violent rise of passion at the beginning. the erotic
sensations. the sound and fury of fireworKs, and concluding with the
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breathless tenderness that follows orgasm. This, also, by its relentless
adhesion to concrete and particular reality. is more poetry than anything
Senghor every wrote. '

To combat Senghor as a neo-colonial poet is one thing. but to use sexism
to do it is another matter.
It is worth continuing the comparison of Senghor's treatment of the
theme of women with that of David Diop. Through all the women Senghor
wrote about, his 'woman with a pink heel', his 'princess Belborg', women of
France, his 'black woman', Siga, Noliwe, Gandyol women, Signare, Na'ett,
he saw the ever-present figure of Kumba Tam, the serer goddess of beauty:
Even when he attempts a physical description of women, it is still a dream,
in nature personified. Thus in 'Nocturnes':
'And again
I will go leaping over the hills,
defying the fear of the winds of
the steppes
Defying the rivers, where
virgin bodies drown
in the lowest depths of their grief
I will climb the sweet belly of the dunes
and the ruddy thighs of day
To the shadowy gorges
Where with a sharp blow
I will slay the dappled fawn
of my dream' 59

Senghor, in his neo-colonial psyche, finds it difficult to choose between
black women and white women:
'When two fuse into one. choosing becomes painful
'She said to me. Lord!
To choose! And so deliciously torn between two friendly hands
A kiss from you Soukeina - These two
antagonistic worlds.
when painfully- Ah! I cannot tell any
longer which is my sister and which is my
foster sister
I cannot tell who cradled my nights with
their dreamt tenderness with their mixed hands
When painfully! A kiss from you Isabelle!
between these two hands that I would
like to merge into mine, once again warmed. ' 60

Paradise lost! Paradise regained! Unlike David Diop, who sees the unity
of humankind through struggle, Senghor advocates assimilation.
'Naked woman, black woman,
I sing your beauty that passes,
the form that I fix in the Eternal
IS

Before jealous Fate turns you
to ashes to feed the roots of life . ' 6 1

Ashes are grey, the colour of symbiosis , what Senghor calls 'civilisation
of the universal'. In 'elegy of the Sausades', he wo nde rs:

David M. Diop sang of Dimbokro (in Ivory Coast) and Poulo Condor (in
South Vietnam), of the Malagasy, the 'Hanoi coolie ', the 'Suez docker', the
Swazi worker, the workers in Europe , in the Americas. He seemed to be
echoing these words of Frantz Fanon:
'It needed more than one native to say 'We've had enough ', more than one

'Is it the ancient voice, the drop
of Portuguese blood in me rising from
the deeps of time?
.. . Remember, just Remember.'62

peasant rising crushed. more than one demonstration put down before we
could today hold our own . certain in our victory . As for us who have decided
to break the back of colonialism , our historic mission is to sanction all revolt.
all desperate actions , all those abortive attempts drowned in rivers of
blood.' 66

David Diop's Pan Africanism is obvious:

The Kiss That Crosses The
Frontiers Of Reckoning
'The kiss that crosses the frontiers of reckoning' deals with internationalism , with the forgi ng of links with struggling peoples the world over. It is a
subject dealt with by all those who have influenced David Diop's work and
ideas. Jacques Roumai n wrote:
'If the torrent is a frontier

We will scalp the ravine's
hair that never dries up
If the sierra is a frontier
We will break the jaws of volcanoes
affirming the 'cordillieres'
and the plain will be the dawn
where to gather our forces
scattered by the cunning of our masters.'6 .1 (our translation)

Or, as quoted before:
'As the uneveness of figures
is resolved in the harmony of the face
We proclaim
the unity of suffering and revolt of
all the peoples on the face of the earth
and we pound the mortar of fraternal
times out of the dust of idols. ' 64

Walt W hitman, in 'Song of Myself' :
'My ties and ballasts leave me ... I travel ...
I sail ... my elbows rest in the sea-gaps
I skirt the sierras ... my palms
cover continents
I am afoot with my vision . ' 6 ~

'Listen comrades of incendiary centuries
To the flaming black outcry from Africa to the Americas
It is the sign of dawn
the fraternal sign that will come
and feed the dreams of men. ' 67

To the 'Congo convict brother of the man they lynched in Atlanta' he
offers comfort. Shaka and Sundiata he praises:
'Sundiata the forgotten and unconquerable
Chaka
Sunk in the ocean floor with tales of silk
and fire . •N<

He also sings to African people scattered throughout the diaspo ra,
united by a common history of oppression and resistance:
' And my children
left their peaceful nakedness
for the uniform of iron and blood
Your voice went out too
The irons of slavery tore my heart to pieces
Tom tom of my nights, tom tom of my fathers . ' 69

David Diop's internationalist vision is one shared by many other writers
in the Black diaspora on the basis of a common historical experience.
Malcolm X puts it succinctly :
'No , I am not an American . I am one ofthe 22 million black people who are the
victims of Americanism . One of the 22 million black people who are the
victims of democracy , nothing but disguised hypocrisy. So I am not standing
here speaking to you as an American . or a patriot or a flag-sa luter, or a
flag-waver. No, not I. I am speaki ng as a victim of this American system . And
I see America through the eyes of the victim . I don'tsee any American dream;
I see an American nightmare .' 70

Langston Hughes , who nearly faced charges of treason when he called, in
16

17

'What is Africa to me?' asks Countee Cullen .

a poem, for the addition of one moreS in USA to make it read the United
Soviet States of America, wrote mockingly:
'I am the American heartbreak
The rock on which Freedom
stumped its toethe mistake Jamestown
made long ago .m

,
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Jamestown, Virginia, received the first load of African slaves in 1619. For
David M. Diop, the rehabilitation of Africa, the rescuing of Africa from the
clutches of white colonial history , is of paramount importance. This mission
is almost divine, charged as it is with the seriousness it deserves:

Langston Hughes saw this state of affairs as a transient phase:

'Africa
Sleepy giant
You've been resting awhile
Now I see the thunder
And I see the lightning
in your smile. m

Long before him the poets of Haiti (Phillipe Thoby Marcellin, Rene
Depestre, Jacques Roumain), the Harlem Renaissance poets (Claude
Mackay, Langston Hughes, Countee Cullen) also sang of Africa. Jacques
Roumain, whom David M. Diop quotes in 'Hammer Blows', writes:

or Walter E. Hawkins:

Claude McKay castigates:

'Africa
Cradle of glory! Yet all things were in vain
Honour and glory! Arrogance and fame!
They went. The darkness swallowed
thee again .
Thou are the harlot, now thy time is done
of all the mighty nations of the sun.' 76

'Then a voice answered me gravely
Impetuous son the young and hardy tree
You see there
Splendidly alone among white and faded flowers
is Africa your Africa growing again
Growing again patiently stubbornly
with fruits that take on little by little
The bitter taste of freedom. on

'Africa
I have kept your memory
like a splinter in the wound
like a tutelary fetish
at the centre of the village
make me the stone
in your sling
Make my mouth
The lips of your wound
Make my knees
the broken columns
of your near collapse.m (our translation)

'Copper sun or scarlet sea,
jungle star or jungle track,
strong bronzed men, or
regal black women from whose loins I sprang
when the birds of Eden sang?' 75

Through the symbolism of flowing water, he traces Africa back to the
dawn of time:
'I've known rivers
I've known rivers ancient as the world
and older than the flow of human blood
in human veins . ' 7"

1

David Diop sings too of rivers, his grandmother 'singing beside her
faraway river', but his symbolism is more urgent and immediate. There is a
constant unceasing motion. In 'Africa' , he talks about the black blood that
runs in the field:
' .. . my gaze is full of your blood
Your beautiful black blood
spilt in the fields
The blood of your sweat
The sweat of your toil
The toil of slavery
The slavery of your children.''''

'I am Africa
Wild is the wail of my waters,
Deep is the cry of my Congo
I laid down my life at Fort Pillow
I died on the flag at Fort Wagner
My bones lie bleaching in Flanders
I was burned down
at the stake down in Georgia
I was fuel for the mob in Texas.' 74

In 'The Agony of Chains':
18
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'Dimbokro Poulo Condor
Do you hear the sap rumble underground
It is the song of the dead
The song that carries us to the gardens of life.'"''

In 'The Renegade', he reminds his lost brother of untold suffering:
'But when stuffed with empty echoing
words
Like the box that surmounts your shoulders
You tread the bitter red earth of Africa
Then these anguished words will mark
Your troubled steps. ' 81

Finally, in a revolutionary baptism of fire:
'Listen Comrades of incendiary centuries
To the flaming black outcry
From Africa to the Americas
It is the sign of dawn
the fraternal sign that will come
and feed the dreams of men. ' 82

The forward motion, the surging forth, is paid in human currency and
suffering. The river meets the ocean. Turbulence point. Junction of
struggles. In 'Waves', he beautifully states:
'The raging waves of freedom
slap slap against the maddened Beast
of Yesterday's slave a fighter is born
And the Suez docker and the Hanoi coolie
All who were drugged with fatality
Launch their immense song amid the waves
The raging waves of freedom
That slap slap against the maddened Beast. '83

And the whole idea of the surging forth for liberation from oppression is
perhaps most effectively expressed by Agostinho Neto. 'There, we go', he
wrote:
'Shadows without desire
Their senses numbed
like a beach wanting
to be a wave. ' 84

And Flowers of Engaged Couples
and the Child in Loved Arms
The aesthetics of liberation demand a re-ordering of nature and social
relationships. Colonial or neo-colonial society is a dead, dry, arid,
heartless, unloving, anti-ecologist society. It brutalizes nature and people.
Liberation reverses that order. Where there is death, will grow life. Decay
will give birth to growth, ignorance to education, hate to love, sadness to
joy, white decay(' ... white and faded flowers') to black rebirth (a young
and proud African tree'), sexual oppression to sexual liberation, divided
humanity to united humanity. David M. Diop wavers not a second.
Solemnly he declares:
'To those who grow fat on murders
And measure the stages of their reign in corpses
I say that days and men
Sun and stars
Shape the fraternal rhythm of the peoples
I say that heart and head
Meet in the straight line of battle
And that there is no day
Where somewhere summer is not born
I say that storms of manliness
Will crush the hawkers of patience
And that on bodies in accord the seasons
Will see the gestures of happiness take new form. '85

In David Diop's work, Nature is partisan. It sides with the oppressed:
'I whet the hurricane
for future furrows
For you we will remake
Ghana and Timbuktu
And guitars peopled with frantic gallops
to the sound of mighty pestle blows
Pestles
Bursting
From hut to hut
In the foreknown azure.' 86

In 'Vultures':

No more lying down beach-like! No more battering! The people, active
agents, yearn to be the wave with its unceasing motion, self cleansing
process and rejuvenation.
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'Strangemen who were not men
You knew all the books
you did not know love
or the hands that fertilize the womb of the earth
The roots of our hands deep as revolt.
Despite your hymns of pride among boneyards
Villages laid waste and Africa dismembered
Hope Jived in us like a citadel
And from the mines of Swaziland
21

to the heavy sweat of Europe's factories
Spring will put on flesh
Under our steps of light. •K 7

In 'The Agony of Chains', despite the 'chains' that try to 'strangle hope' ,
the 'sun spurts from our voice' and 'the sap rumbling underground' is:

shadows in the horizon
The robbers are here in black
Sudden steps of showers , of caterpillars
The eagles have come again,
The eagles rain down on us.' 92

To Diop, the predators are hyenas living off carrion:
'the song of the dead
that carries us to the gardens of life' .KK

Diop seizes the time in 'Hours':
'There are hours for loving
in the huts of light
Where the unique flesh sings
There is that which colors days to come
As the sun colors the flesh of plants
And in the delirium of hours
In the impatience of hours
The ever more fertile seed
of hours from which equilibrium will be born . · K~

And while Nature assumes positive force in favour of the oppressed, the
oppressors take the form of beasts of prey, predators:
'In that time
With civilization's mouthings
With splashes of holy water on domesticated brows
The vultures built in the shadow of their claws
The bloody monument of the tutelary era. '"''

One cannot escape the comparison with Rene Depestre, who expressed
fully the violence of the colonial era:
'When the sweat of the Indian
suddenly ran dry in the sun ...
then began the rush towards the
inexhaustible treasury of black flesh .. .
the whole earth shuddered with the jerk of
drills in the bowels of my race
In the muscular deposits of the black man
For many centuries now
The marvel of this race
have been extracted
0 metallic strata of my people
inexhaustible ore of human dew .'~'

Diop's vultures are also Okigbo's eagles:
'And the Horn may now paw the air howling goodbye ...
For the Eagles are now in sight
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'Dimbokro Poulo Condor
The prowl of hyenas around graveyards
The earth gorged with blood the mocking helmets
And on the roads the sinister rattle of
carts of hatred ... ' 93

They are 'chains' whose 'agony' is drawing near. They are also
'monsters':
'cynical monsters
flashing cigars
Riding on flights of orgies
And parading equality in an iron cage. ' 94

But the people's fervour will prevail, for :
'now higher than my grief
Purer than the morning
When the wild beast woke
Bursts the cry of a hundred peoples
smashing dens. ' 9~

There are striking comparisons with the work of other writers who
similarly castigate the oppressors. Jacques Roumain simply proposes to
flood the dens of inequity:
'silence
Sharper than a 'simoun' of spears
higher than a cyclone of beasts
and that howls, rises
calls for vengeance and chastisement
a flood of pus and lava
on the world's felony .' 96 (our translation)

The oppressors are slave drivers who, in the words of Tagore, 'measured
the stages of their reign in corpses':
'Africa
tell me Africa
Can this be you the back that bends
And lies flat beneath the weight of humility
This trembling red-striped back
Saying yes to the whip along the roads of noon.' 97
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'The Whip', writes Emmanuel Corgo,
'scored our naked backs
in the coal mines
in the cane plantations
or when we said No
but we are not prisoners of history .'9 8
The Cuban poet, Nicolas Guillen, asks about his origins :
'have I got an ancestor of night with a large black mark
(blacker than the skin)
a large mark
written with a whip. ' 99
David M. Diop graphically expresses the brutality of the oppressors. In
'Time of Martyrdom':
'The white killed my father
My father was proud
The white raped my mother
My mother was beautiful
The white bent my brother under the sun of the roads
My brother was strong
The white turned toward me
His hands red with black blood
And said in his Master's voice
Boy! An easy-chair, a towel, water! ' 11 "
The theme of colonial violence is clear also in:
'suffer, poor Negro!
The whip whistles
Whistles on your back of sweat and blood
suffer, poor negro!
The day is long
So long for carrying the white ivory
of the white Master
Suffer, poor Negro!
Your children are hungry
Hungry and your hut is bare
Bare of your wife who is sleeping
is sleeping on the seignorial couch.
suffer, poor negro!
Negro black as Misery!' 1111
In another satirical poem, he states:
" You're only a nigger!
A nigger!
A dirty nigger!
Your heart is a sponge that drinks
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Frantically drinks
the poisoned liquid of vice
And your colour imprisons your blood
In an eternity of slavery
The red iron of justice has branded you
Branded your lecherous flesh
You walk the twists and turns of humiliation
And your future, damned monster,
is your shameful present.
Give me the back that streams
And streams with the rank sweat of your offences.' 102

It is a remarkable feat that most of the poems which give this vivid
portrayal of colonial violence were written in his teens. Colonial violence
was not only physical but also profoundly Christian:
'In that time
with civilization's mouthings
with splashes of holy water
on domesticated brows
the vultures built in the shadow of their claws
the bloody monument of the tutelary era
in that time
Laughter gasped its last in the metallic hell of roads
And the monotonous rhythm of Paternosters
Covered the groans on plantations run for profit .' 10·'
Again we compare his work with that of other poets who perceive the
role of christianity in the colonial encounter. David Evans, quoted earlier,
speaks of:

' ... organs of high mass
to drown the sounds of massacre.'""'
And Jacques Roumain, who influenced the poem 'Vultures' , and has,
alongside Cesaire and Langston Hughes, a markedly textual presence in
David M. Diop's poetry, writes :
'Sneer, 0 Judas
Sneer, 0 Judas
Christ between two thieves
like a ragged flame
at the summit of the world
Lit the slaves revolt
But Christ today
is in the house of thieves
And his arms cast through the cathedrals
the spreading shadows of vultures
And in the monastery cellars
The priest countsc:the interest
On thirty pieces of silver
And the church towers
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Spit death on the hung~y multitudes.' 105

Again, Jacques Roumain:
'Surprise
Jesus Mary Joseph
When we catch the missionary by the beard
laughing horribly
to teach him in our turn
by kicking his bottom
that our ancestors are not Gauls,
and that we don't give a damn
for a God who
if he is the father
well, we, dirty niggers
It is obvious that we must be his bastard sons,
and it won't help yelling
Jesus Mary Joseph
like our old bladder
Spilling over with lies .. .' 11 )6

And significantly, singing for liberation, he affirms:
'No brothers, comrades
We shall pray no more
Our revolt rises like the cry of
a storm bird over the rotten splashing of
the marshes
We shall no longer sing our sad
despairing spirituals
Another song shall surge from our hearts
We unfurl our red flags
Stained with the blood of our heroes
Under the sign we shall march
up the damned of the earth
up the prisoners of hunger.' 107

David Diop sings of 'Yesterday's slave', 'The Suez docker' and the
'Hanoi coolie', all who were drugged with fatality. In the metropolis, too,
religion is lifeless, bereft of humanity:
'In the land where houses
touch the sky
But the heart is not touched
In the land where hands are laid
on the Bible
But the Bible is not opened
Life at fifteen slakes the hunger of rivers.' 108

But through it all comes the poet's convi<:_ion that all this violent control
will be defeated, for colonial society is portrayed as a cold, dry wasteland.
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In 'Vultures', he speaks of 'civilisation's mouthings', laughter gasping 'in
the metallic hell of roads', of those who ' ... knew all the books' but 'did
not know Jove' , and of those singing 'hymns of pride among boneyards'. He
writes, in 'The Agony of Chains', reflecting on the bombing of Vietnamese
children by the US and French administration :
'I think of the deathly spread of silence
when the steel wing passes over
laughter freshly born.>~ 10

Making his commentary, in 'To the Bamboozlers', the poet identifies the
'cynical monsters' :
' flashing cigars
Riding on flights of orgies
And parading equality
in an iron rage .' 111

and asserts, uncompromisingly:
'And against your nights of alcoholic
propaganda
Your nights crushed by automatic .
salvation
Your nights of pious silence and endless
sermons
We set the taut-muscled hymn .' 11 ~

He pinpoints and ridicules the artificiality of his renegade brother, who
panders to colonialism:
' My brother with teeth that flash to
hypocritical compliments
My brother with gold-rimmed glasses
over eyes turned blue by the
Master's word
My poor brother with
silk-lined dinner jacket
Squeaking and droning and
strutting in the parlors of
condescension
We find you pitiable.' 113

His struggle against the violence, overt or covert, as present in particular
forms of colonial control, is seen in poems like 'To a Black Child' in which
the summary trial and killing of Emmet Till makes a mockery of the so
called American democracy :
'And that justice might be done
they were two of them
exactly two on the pan of the scales
two men on your fifteen years
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and the glimpsed kingdom .' 114

Meanwhile, the poet says,
'in air-cconditioned mansions
Around cool drinks
An easy conscience relishes its

rest.>~ 15

An lastly , in 'Loser of Everything' , he laments the loss of innocence
brought about by the colonial encounter:
" My women crushed
their painted mouth
on the thin ha rd lips of steel-eyed
conquerors
And my children left their peaceful
nakedness
for the uniform of iron and blood .' 116

David M. Diop's style is simple, beautiful and gripping. As in African
orature, he uses word and phrase repetition to create a hypnotic effect. The
word , mediator between the poet and the world , comes gushing, caressing,
knocking, taunting or merging into others. Rhetorical devices abound also
in his poetry , coupled with the narrative technique of story-telling. Brutally
frank in his committment to struggle the poet allows us into the deep layers
of his soul. He uses contrast beautifully - life/death , decay/growth,
love/hate , truth/falsehood, old/young, joy/sadness, hope/despair, freedom/
oppression, beauty/ugliness, motion/rest , Pan-Africanism/
Internationalism, sound/silence, fear/courage ...
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In June 1955 (June 16-23), a literary journal, 'Les Lettres Fram;aises',
published a personal letter of the Haitian poet Rene Depestre (Presence
Africaine correspondent in Sao Paolo), to Charles Dobzynski.
The letter commented on French prosody, in the light of Louis Aragon's
preface and comments to the poetry of Guillevic. The letter started a
national debate which 'Presence Africaine' entered on 9th July by
organising a conference on national poetry. Alongside noted French and
Third World writers, David M. Diop contributed a far-reaching article
entitled 'A Contribution to the debate on National poetry'.' Right from the
start, David M. Diop attempts a definition of poetry:
'Poetry, although far from being the profound mystery in which some initiates
want to bury it, defies the rigors of current analysis and the precepts of
handbooks.
But since we must give a definition, no matter how vague, of poetry, let us
say that it is the harmonious fusion of the sensible with the intelligible, the
faculty of achieving through sound and meaning, the intimate union of the
poet with the world which surrounds him. Poetry, the natural language of life,
springs forth and renews itself through its contact with reality. It dies in
corsets and under orders. That is why we do not think that one form, more
than the other, can give a 'National character', or that it suffices to lock up
one's inspiration in a so-called traditional mould in order to christen it
popular poetry'.

But, then, we may ask, what is the national element in poetry? David
Diop answers thus:
'The "National" element in such matters is not defined by exterior marks but
through psychological peculiarities, through habits of thoughts produced by
given conditions of life, which through the personal genius of the author,
reveal a culture common to the people who live in the same nation. Let us
take a precise example. There is no doubt that there was a time in France
when the Alexandrine was the form most commonly used. Innumerable
examples are witnesses to the fact that the Alexandrine was admirably suited
to the French genius. But to limit "National character" to the use of fixed
forms would mean denying the worth of experiences, which, by leading to
free verse, have unquestionably contributed new blood to French letters.
That would amount to considering the "National" as something immobile,
whereas it is a phenomenon susceptible to change simultaneously with the
material basis of the nation. We must therefore put in its proper place- a less
than secondary one - the question of the superiority of one form over
another. Let the poet draw from the best that is in him whatever reflects the
essential values of his country, and his poetry will be national. Better, his
poetry will be a message for all, a brotherly message which crosses borders,
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the important thing being at the start what Cesaire calls the right to take the
·
initiative, that is freedom of choice and action.' 2

'Who cares, then', affirms the poet,
'whether his ample and hard song bursts forth in Alexandrine or in free verse
as long as it pierces the eardrum of those who do not want to hear it , and
cracks like whips upon the egoisms and conformisms of order. Form is present
only to serve idea, and the only inheritance with any value is the tenderness of
a poem by Eluard, the radiance of Nazim Hikmet and the ' unleashed storm '
of Pablo Neruda ·?

In what language(s) should African poets express themselves?
'The African poet knows that by writing in a tongue that is not that of his
brothers, he cannot truly translate the 'deep song' of his country. But by
stressing the presence of Africa with all its contradictions and its faith in the
future, by striving through his writings for the end of the colonial regime, the
Black creator who writes in French contributes to the rebirth of our national
cultures ...
By choosing, despite such limitations, to depict the man whose struggles
and sufferings he sees, the African poet will not be forgotten by future
generations' .4

David Diop is more definite as to the ultimate choice: 'Surely in an Africa
freed from oppression, it will not occur to any writer to express, otherwise
than in his rediscovered language, his feelings and the feelings of his people
... And in this sense francophone African poetry, cut off from its popular
roots, is historically doomed .' 5
A couple of years later, in Guinea, he wrote:
'in future, in the schools of Guinea, the great events of history will no longer be
the monopoly of the West. The West will cease to be the centre of the world
and Asia will be given a privileged place. The great revolutions of the
twentieth century, Soviet and Chinese, prudently skated over in the old
programs, will receive the full attention which they deserve, and the
civilisations of Negro Africa, her political, social and cultural achievements,
will be studied in priority. In addition, and this is a fact of capital importance,
the teaching of African languages will be made compulsory. ·o (our emphasis)

The Struggle for African Languages
The struggle over language is a long one. A positive study by Jean Cal vet 7
explores some of the linguistic contradictions between French colonialism
~nd African countries, and also contradictions among European nationalittes. In the 1860's Xaali Majaxate Kala articulated the language issue in
Wolof:
'Xawma damadi xar mbaa gaynde
waaye mesumaa sopp
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Ku naan bonsuur' 8
(I may be neither fish nor fowl
but I never liked those
Who say 'bonsuur') (our translation).

'Bonsuur' in the Wolof language is an adaptation of the French 'bon jour'
(Good Morning) .
Writes another patriot :
'Beppub Iakk rafet na
Buy tudd ci jaam ngor Ia
Buy leeral ci nit xelma'
(Any language is beautiful
If it reminds the slave of freedom
and awakens the senses in humanity)" (our tra nslatio n) .
10

In a hardly known work , Lamine Senghor, one of the first African
Marxists from Senegal , castigates Blaise Diagne, then colonial officer in
charge of enlistment during the First World War. In his book, Blaise
Diagne is given the name of Degou Diagne (from the French 'degoftt'
meaning 'disgust') :
'Enlistment was ruthless. But the hunt was not as fruitful as "Queen" (French
colonialism) had hoped for. She then changed tactics, opting for diplomacy
backed-by force. She sent the most devout of her colonial subjects to convince
his fellow countrymen to join the Army of National Defence thousands of
kilometres from their homeland. One day , the good faithful lad (Blaise
'Degou' Diagne) lands in his former country , flanked by black soldiers with
medals all over and led by officers, sergeants and corporals . He spoke well
and convincingly. But as he didn 't speak the la nguage of his country one could
imagine the effect that such a speech would have had on his countrymen, a
speech in the tongue of the 'pale man' , even though uttered by a native of
Africa.' (our translation)

Late Professor Anta Diop, the foremost scholar and authority on African
languages, completed a masterly study 11 tracing African languages back to
ancient Egyptian origins. The study was completed a decade before his
death.
At the present moment, Ngugi wa Thiongo is the central figure in the
debate on African languages. Writing in his mother tongue and learning
from the peasants in his home village earned him a jail term. The Kenyan
neo-colonial regime had seen the potential danger of African languages in
the process of mobilisation, mutual education and consciousness raising
against the evils of neo-colonialism. From 1977 onward, Ngugi has been
deepening through books, articles and debates, his understanding of the
role of African languages. His last two books 12 give a solemn promise: no
more European languages! African languages ali the way! The courage,
determination and lucidity of Ngugi is no doubt an important milestone in
the genuine development of African literature and orature.
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Language and Colonial Education in Senegal

(1815-1842)
In 1967, Yvon Bourges declared :
The first objective of my department is to foster the penetration of the French
language and culture into African countries and Madagascar, the second is of
an economic order: The maintenance and development of French commercial and industrial interests also constitute a constant preoccupation to the
State secretariat in charge of cooperation. I say it without shame. Besides ,
that is neither illegitim ate nor sordid .. d 3 (our translation) .

In 1_964. the idea of 'Francophonie' took roots, followed in 1966 by the

foundt~g ?f th~ 'Haut comi_te pour Ia Defense et !'Expansion de Ia langue
Frangatse (Htgh commiSSIOn for the Defense and Propagation of the
French Language), then by the 'Agence de Cooperation culturelle et
Technique ' (Agency of Cultural and Technical Cooperation).
November 28th 1815: A second Paris treaty confirms Article 8 of the first
of May 30th 1814, in which Her Majesty's government vows to restitute to
France colonies, fishing points, establishments of all sorts that France held
by the 1st J anua_ry_ 1792. Thus France came back in force to Senegal.
In 1816, the Mimster for the Navy appointed Colonel Schwaltz as the first
Governor of Senegal and dependencies. No clear-cut educational programme was yet drawn up by the colonial administration. What would ignite the
fuse was the 'Memorial System' (enseignment mutuel) . What was this
'Memorial System'? It was popularised by Andrew Bell 14 and Joseph
15
Lan~aster. .The principle was simple. Due to shortage of teachers, older
pupils were taught how to supplement teachers and to enforce discipline.
The French had a precursor in a primary education teacher Herbault
Victor, in whose school (1747) the Enseignment Mutuel was t~sted.
Between 1815-1848, according to some estimates, the Memorial System
taught about four million French pupils. On February 23rd 1816, Louis
XIII gave 50,000 French francs to the Memorial Society to either produce
and pnnt_adequate material for primary education and set up model schools
m countnes where their method was unheard of and to reward teachers who
excelled in their job.

!he

Ministe~ of the Navy informed his governor of the coming of a
~nmary educatiOn teacher in charge of implementing the Memorial System
m Senegal. That primary education teacher did arrive . Jean Dard
(1789-1833) was his name . 16 He was to change the face of colonial
educ_ation in Senegal in that he articulated far better than anyone, a
c_onststent and subtle approach to colonial consolidation through education.
His school opened on March 7th 1817. Arithmetics, writing , were taught
alongstde prayers, robot-like discipline and civic instruction , but the
French language did not catch on. Jean Dard introduced Wolof which
seemed to have_i~pressed the Governor, who then wrote to the Mi~istry in
1818, for permission to start a girls' school along the same lines.
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On 19th March 1819, four sisters (St. Joseph of Cluny) landed in Senegal.
The story goes that the British were closely monitoring Jean Dard's
progress and offered to buy his services. The 'Society of Friends' in London
had shown an earlier interest in African languages. In 1820, six years before
Jean Dard, Mrs Kilham published 'Tar-re W-loof 17 and 'African Lessons'
in 1823.
Jean Dard left the country temporarily. The new governor, Baron le
Coupe (1820-1822), opposed his return. Daspres was appointed in his place.
Governor Baron J.F. Roger 18 emphasised the need for secondary
education .In 1822, Anne-Marie J avouhey opened two religious schools for
girls. On the curriculum , elementary education, rudiments of the Three R's
and Religious Education.
Between 1822-7 nothing fundamental was to occur in the field of
Education. In March 1829, Governor Jubelin appointed the first
Commission into school education in Senegal. Its findings castigate the
use ofWolof and describe the language as a fetter to colonial education in
the same way as the 1944 Brazzaville conference cautioned against the use
of African languages.
When Governor Jubelin left in 1829, he gave way to Captain Brou, who
then appointed a professor (Balin). From then on, the Governor was to
report regularly to the Minister on the progress of colonial education.
Professor Balin introduced far-reaching changes in education: boarding
schools; teaching of arithmetic, geography, applied science, history;
systematic USe of french; uprooting of Senegalese languages and fUStoms
(through humiliating practices of punishment). But Balin was soon to
disappear, no-one knew where to. He was replaced by Equinat. By the time
Jean Dard came back to Senegal (1832), lots of changes had taken place.
Governors and headmasters filed past one another. Now colonial
education was being systematized .
The 'Freres de Ia communaute de Ploermel' opened schools in 1841.
Exhausted, embittered, misunderstood, Jean Dard died in St. Louis in
1833. But his work was a visionary one. He understood that it was difficult if
not impossible to subdue people in a foreign tongue. His introduction of
Wolof was to break the resistance of its .people; he failed miserably.
However, the Memorial System 19 by which he was known is still used in
Senegal by some church-owned/run schools. He also knew that 'the cannon
compels the body but school subdues the soul' _21> By 1842, the process of
subduing African souls was well under way .

David M. Diop & F. Fanon
David M. Diop indeed inderstood the tragedy of the colonial appropriation:
' .. . Colonialism seized its (Africa's) material wealth, dislocated its old
communities, and swept away its cultural past in the name of a civilization
declared 'universal' for the occasion. This 'vocation for the universal' was not,
however, accompanied by the will to transform the Peulh from fouta, or the
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Baoule from the Ivory Coast, into a citizen enjoying the same rights as the
good peasant of Beauce or the Parisian intellectual. It was simply a matter of
bestowing on a number of Africans an educational veneer necessary and
sufficient for having on the spot a herd of auxiliaries ready for all tasks. Of
course, teaching local languages in school was out of the question. So was
teaching - even in the imposed tongue - the true history of the great
empires of the continent. 'Our ancestors the Gauls', etc. It was in such
conditions that modern African poets had to resort to the means of
expressions proper to the colonisers'. 21

How will the African deal with the situation?
'The African creator, deprived of the use of his language, and cut off from his
people, might turn out to be only the representative of a literary trend (and
not necessarily the least gratuitous) of the conquering nation. His works,
having become a perfect illustration of the assimilationist policy through
imagination and style, will doubtless rouse the warm applause of a certain
group of critics. In fact, these praises go mostly to colonialism, which, when it
can no longer keep its subjects in slavery, transforms them into docile
intellectuals patterned after Western literary fashions. Which, besides. is
another, more subtle form of bastardization.' 22 .
Compare these lines with Fanon's; the similarities in understanding are
more than striking.
' In the first phase, the native intellectual gives proof that he has assimilated the
culture of the occupying power. His writings correspond point by point with
those of his opposite number in the mother country. This is the period of
unqualified assimilation. We find in this literature coming from the colonies
the Parnassians, the Symbolists and the Surrealists. '23
David Diop saw a danger in originality at all cost:
'Under the pretext of faithfulness to 'Negritude', the African artist would
indulge in 'inflating' his poems with terms borrowed from the indigenous
language, and in searching for a 'typical' cast of mind. Hoping 'to resurrect
the great African myths' through excess drumbeats and tropical mysteries, he
would in fact send back the colonial bourgeoisie the reassuring image which it
wishes to see that is the surest means of manufacturing 'folklore poetry' which
will make an impression only in parlours where 'Negro art' is talked about. ' 24
Frantz Fanon:
'This is sufficient explanation of the style of those native intellectuals who
decide to give expression to this phase of consciousness which is in process of
being liberated. It is a harsh style, full of images. For the image is the
drawbridge which allows unconscious energies to be scattered on the
surrounding meadows. It is a vigorous style, alive with rhythms struck
through and through with bursting life; it is full of colour, too, bronzed,
sun-baked and violent. This style, which in its tim-e astonished the peoples of
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the West, has nothing racial about it in spite of frequent statements to the
contrary; it expresses above all a hand-to-hand struggle and it reveals the
need that man has to liberate himself from a part of his being which already
contained the seeds of decay.' 25
Remarkable words indeed! David M. Diop, like Frantz Fanon, was the
man of his time. He totally identified with the struggles of Africa and that of
oppressed peoples the world over. The conspiracy of sil~nce wh.ich
surrounds his life and work can easily be understood for Dav1d M . Dwp
gave no quarter to the 'hawkers of patience'. He was seized by the urgency
of his mission. From his hospital bed, in the classroom, at meetings, he kept
abreast of world developments. David M. Diop was a revolutionary 'griot'
to his people , a barometer of their conscience. He remained in touch with
their pulse at all times.
We, cultural workers in the era of neo-colonialism, will break the
conspiracy of silence that surrounds him. David Diop was not just a
pathfinder, a torch-bearer; he is alive. His teachings are imm~diate,
burning like the fire which consumed his life. He wrote simply,
unpretentiously, beautifully, and this is doubtless part of his appeal.
As the plane carrying him home blew up over the skies of Senegal, with
him went a manuscript of a novel, an anthology of poetry, a teaching
manual for African schools, his second wife and forty-four technicians,
wo/men of letters, and plane crew. It is perhaps an historical irony that he
plunged into the sea, to remind us of the 'raging waves of freedom, that slap
slap against the maddened beast' . He made his own, all his life, these lines
written by Frantz Fanon on his death-bed:
'We are nothing on this earth if we are not in the first instance the slaves of an
ideal, the ideal of peoples, justice and liberty'.z6 (our translation)

David Diop in Presence Africaine 1
Afrique (Poeme) No. 6 1er trim, 1949, p.125.
A rna mere (Poeme) N .S. Nos. 32-33 June-Sept. 60, p.139.
A rna mere, les vautours; l'agonie des chains; Aux mystificateurs; Ecoutez
camarades (poemes) N.S. No. 57, 1er trim, 1966, pp. 106-109.
A un enfant noir (poeme); N.S. No. 4, Oct-Nov. 1955, pp.63-8.
Autour de Ia reforme de l'enseignement en Guinee . N.S. No. 29, dec.
1959-janv 1960, pp.105-8.
Certitude; les heures; vagues; Aupres de toi (poemes) No. 14, Nov. 1952,
pp.187-190.
.
Le Congres de Cotonou: Interview de Bertin Borna. N.S. No. 20 Jmn-Jul,
1958, pp.117-119.
Contribution au debat sur Ia poesie nationale . N.S. No.6 fev- mars. 1956,
pp.113-115.
Etudiant africain devant le fait colonial. No. 14, Nov. 1952, pp.114-117.
Poetes Africains; N.S. No. 3 Aout-Sept. 1955, pp.79-80.
Le renegat (poeme) No. 7, 4e trim. 1949, p.305.
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Temoignage sur Bandoeng. N.S." No.3 Aout-Sept 1955, pp.41-42.
Le Temps du martyr; celui qui a tout perdu; souffre, pauvre negre. No.2
1947, pp.235-236.
To my Mother (poeme). Vols 4-5. Nos. 32-33, p.233.
La pertinence de Ia poesie de David Diop. N.S. No. 75, 3e trim, 1970,
pp.91-96. R. Simmons.
David M. Diop: An assessment N.S. No. 75, 3e trim. 1970, pp.97-107.
S.M. Pondo.
In Memoriam: David Diop. N.S. No. 32-33 Juin-Sept. 1960, p.216.
David Diop is dead. Vols. 4-5, Nos. 32-33, 1960, p.232.
Une vie de boy, et Le vieux negreet Ia medaille, par F. Oyono.
Le Pauvre Christ de Bomba, par Mongo Beti. No. 13, 1957, pp.12~.
La Terre et le Sang, par Mouloud Feraoun. No.6, 1956, p.164.
Paulin Joachim. A David Diop (poeme) N.S. No. 52, 4e trim, 1964,
pp.167-8.
Rama Kam; Les vautours; L'agonie des chaines; Ecoutez Camarades
(poemes) No. 12, No. 44, 4e trim, 1962, pp.190-203.
Poeme pour David Diop. A. Wade. N.S. No. 34-35, Oct 1960---Jan 1961,
pp.154-5.
T. Obenga. Hommage a David Diop, pp.47-52.
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I. Femi Ojo·Ade"s 'Analytic Index of Presence Africaine" (1947-1972) has been of invaluable help to us

David M. Diop (1927-1960)
David Mandessi Diop was born in Bordeaux, on July 9th 1927, of a
Senegalese father (Mamadou Diop) and a Cameroonian mother (Maria
Mandessi). Mamadou Diop was a skilled worker recruited to carry out
repair works at Duala Harbour in Cameroon. There he met and married
Maria Mandessi, daughter of a freed slave, David Mandessi Bell, who was
adopted by a paramount Duala chief, King Ndumb'a Lobe (1839-1897).
The Duala' people in Cameroon were divided into four main families:
Bonaado (Bell), Bonaku (Akwa), Bonebela (Dei do), Bonaberi (Hickory).
David Mandessi Bell, David Diop's grandfather and namesake, was a very
wealthy man. He owned a large sawmill, a two-storey house at Bonanjo.
He also had plantations. This wealth enabled him to send his children to
Europe. His daughter Maria Mandessi went to Germany. Upon return, she
married her second husband, Mamadou Diop. Together they left for
France, where David Mandessi Diop was born.
-

-

1927: The Anti-Imperialist League met in Brussels. Lamine Senghor
(1889-1927), a Senegalese Pan-Africanist, and communist, represents
Africa.
From 1927-1931, the Diop/Mandessi family live between Cameroon,
France and Senegal.
1929: Wall Street Financial Crash.
1931-1938: David M. Diop is a pupil at the Lycee Faidherbe at St. Louis
in Senegal, where poor health hinders his education. Meanwhile, in
France, birth of Legitime Defense (1932), L'etudiant Noir (1934).
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Fascism looms on the horizon: Italian invasion of Abyssinia (35),
Spanish Civil War.
On 17 August, 1935, his father died on leave in France.
14 November, 1936, David Diop's grandfather David Mandessi Bell
died in Duala.
1938, David Mandessi Diop is a student at the Lycee Marcelin Berthelot
(France).
1939-1945: Outbreak of World War II, with, as a central background,
the colonial question.
1955: Bandung Conference at Colombo. Third World delegates
castigate imperialism and lay down the basis for non-alignment.
Debate on National poetry organised by Presence Africaine on July 9.
1956: First congress of black writers and artists (Paris).
Birth of the P A I (African Party for Independence) of which David M.
Diop was a member.
Publication of Coups de Pilon.
David M. Diop beaten up by rightwing activists because of his
pro-Algeria views. Suez Canal incident.
.
1957: David M. Diop Professor of Letters at the Lycee Maunce
Delafosse (Senegal).
Ghana independence.
1958: 28th September. Guinea refused to be part of the French empire
and opted for immediate independence. David M. Diop taught for two
years in Guinea at the Ecole Normale of Kindia.
Break up of his marriage with Virginia Kamara.
All African People's Conference in Ghana.
Anti-colonial struggle in Cameroon led by UPC (Union of the Peoples
of Cameroon).
1959: Cuban independence.
Second Congress of Black Writers and Artists (Rome).
1960: March 21. Sharpeville. A peaceful demonstration organised by
the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) of Azania is drenched in blood by
the racist minority regime.
1960: August 29. Death of David M. Diop in an airplane crash. With
him went his second wife, Yvette Messinere, an anthology of poetry, a
reading manual and forty-four technicians, men, women and plane
crew. He is symbolically buried at Bel Air Cemetery in Dakar, Senegal.
Formal independence of many so called 'francophone' countries.
Neocolonialism begins to take shape.
1. We recommend the reading of two excellent works on the political. economic. and social organisation of the
Dualas: 'Ooula Manga Bell Heros de la~esistance Doula" by lye Kala Lobe (ABC. NEA)
·ooula under the French Mandate. 1916--1936" by Jonathan Derrick. PhD.SOAS (Umverstty of London)
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10.

David M. Diop. A Contribution to the debate on National Poetry . Presence Africaine Vol.
David M. Diop. 'A Contribution .. '
David M. Diop. 'A contribution .. .'
Op. cit.
Op. cit.
David M. Diop. Presence Africaine. About the Education Reform in Guinea.
Jean Calvet. Linguistique et Colonialism, PBP
Xa~~i Majaxate ~ala. Senegal's. foremost nationalist poet, friend and comrade in arms of Lat Joor Ngoone
Latur Joob, guenlla fighter slam by French colonialism in 1886
Serin Musaa Ka. Senegalese .scholar and man of letters. quoted in Grammar of Modern Wolof. Presence
Africaine, 1971

Lamine Senghor ( IHH~ 1927). Violation d'un pays (translated- annotated by this writer). First popularised
II. by the Senegalese cultural Front (Langug Caada Senegaal) which has produced impressive works in National
languages. Represented Africa at the 1927 Anti-Imperialist Conference in Brussels, attended by Nehru.
Soong Chingling. Gumede, Fenner Brockway and many others.
Professor Anta Diop Sur Ia Parente Genetique de I'Egyptien Pharaonique et des langues Negro Africaines.
12. NEA
Ngugi wa Thiongo. Decolonising the Mind- Writing against Neo-Colonialism . Vita Books
13 . Yvon Bourges, State Secretary to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs addressing Parliament on October 25th
14. 1965 . quoted in Francophonie et Neo colonialisme. Combat Linguistique dans Ia Jutte du peuple senegal a is
Andrew Bell (1753-1832), Anglican Minister, Madras chaplain (1700-95). Wrote in 1798 'Experiences on
15. education at Madras Schools'
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Joseph Lancaster (177S-1838). Quaker, headmaster. wrote 'Improvement in Education· (1805). ' British
16. System of Education' (1810)

"'t:!
.~

Jean D~rd. Working Class Origin. Attended Free School for the Poor. Wrote Dictionaire Franc;:ais-Wolof;
17. Fran~ats-Bambara; Wolof-Fran~ais 1825 and Grammaire Wolof 1826
Mrs Kilham H. First Lessons in Jollof (1820); African Lessons ( 1823); and Vocabularies of Various African
18. Languages (1827)
Recherches philosophiques sur Ia langue Ouloufc (Doudey-Dupre. Paris 1829)
19. Part of the information on colonial education we owe to George Hardy (Inspector of Education)
20. Enseignment Mutuel
Cheikh H. Kane. 'The Ambiguous Adventure·. Heinemann
21. David M. Diop. Presence Africaine. 'A Contribution .. .'
22. David M. Diop. Presence Africaine. 'A Contribution
23. Frantz Fanon. 'The Wretched of the Earth'
24. David M. Diop. ' A Contribution .. .'
25 . Frantz Fanon. 'The Wretched of the Eanh'
26. Frantz Fa non. Letter to Roger Tayib, quoted in 'Jonction ', (now 'Tribune Africaine"). supplement au No.6
Paris Frantz Fanon/David Diop
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Pavid M. Diop: file and works: Ahmrd Shrikh
WORKSHOPS (1.30- 3.30):
African lan1uaaes and poetry: Ngugi wo thiongo National poetry: form and content: PitiM ntuli
Performinaaroups in the UK: Kwcsi owusu Women writers and performers: l~tzurttto ngrobo
Independent publishina and recordina: Tribunr tz[ricoint (hris) Literary criticism: Dr Aloistoir Nivtn

SATURDAY AUGUST 15 10AM-6PM
AFRICA CENTRE, 38 KING ST, WCl
Food: Calebalh Rntaurant (caterin' manaJ<r: Paolo Diop) Booutall: Grauroot Booklhop and Tribune Alricaine (PariA)
Crechto anilable Admission £.1
Information: A Sheikh (6l7 3170), K Owusu (951 3787), Africa Centre (836 1973/4)
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